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Abstract—This project explores the possibility to deduce hyper-
parameters for FedAvg [1] based on a gridsearch done by clients
in an individual fashion with different settings, i.e., iid and non-
iid with several skews (quantity, label, feature). It also presents
heuristics for each skew type to find the global hyperparameters
for FedAvg.

I. INTRODUCTION

In machine learning, supervised learning is a great way to
solve complex problems such as medical images classification,
text translation or intrusion detection based on user’s behaviour
for example. One of the pitfalls of this method is that it
requires a lot of training data to build a robust and accurate
model. In a real life scenario, multiple companies may have an
interest in training a collaborative model, but without sharing
their sensitive data. A way to train a privacy-preserving model
that uses data from all the participants is to encrypt the data or
the model and apply a federated optimization method such as
FedAvg [9] in encrypted domain. However, this solution adds
a consequent computation and communication time overhead.
In machine learning, it is important to choose optimal hy-
perparameters to get the best possible results. Grid search is
a robust way to perform hyperparameter tuning, but it is a
costly process. Furthermore, moving this task in a federated
and privacy-preserving setting adds more communication and
computational overhead on top of an already heavy process,
increasing the hyperparameter optimization time by orders of
magnitude. The goal of this project is to find a way to tune
hyperparameters in a privacy-preserving and federated setting
without relying on high-communication or computation frame-
works by finding a correlation between the hyperparameters
found with FedAvg and the ones found by individual clients
search.

The project was structured as follows:
1) IID setting: the dataset is evenly distributed among all

the participants.
2) Non-IID setting: the dataset is distributed with a skew

as described in [7]. We chose three different unbalanced
setups, i.e., quantity, label, and feature skews with
different magnitudes.

Moreover, we conducted several experiments and approxi-
mations to determine whether ADAM optimizer [2] could be
efficiently used in a privacy-preserving setting by relying on

homomorphic encryption. These experiments are detailed in
Appendix A.

II. EXPERIMENTS SETTING

A. Datasets

We used four datasets for the experiments: MNIST [3], ex-
tended MNIST or EMNIST [4], the cropped version of Street
View House Number (SVHN CROPPED) [5] and CIFAR-10
[6].

B. Models

The model for MNIST is Conv2D(filters=32, kernel=5)-
activation-AvgPool(window size=3)-Conv2D(32,5)-
activation-AvgPool(2)-Flatten-Dense(200)-activation-
Dense(10)-softmax.

We used conv2d architecture detailed in [7] for EMNIST
and SVHN. The structure for the architecture is Conv2D(16,5)-
activation-AvgPool(2)-Conv2D(6,5)-activation-AvgPool(2)-
Flatten-Dense(120)-activation-Dense(84)-activation-Dense(62
for EMNIST, 10 for SVHN CROPPED)-softmax.

We used a variant of the model proposed in a
Machine Learning Mastery blog post1 for CIFAR10.
The structure for the architecture is built with three blocks
Conv2D(64+32*i)-activation-Conv2D(64+32*i)-activation-
AvgPool(2)-Dropout(0.2+0.1*i) for i ∈ [0, 1, 2] followed
by Flatten-Dense(128)-activation-Dropout(0.5)-Dense(10)-
softmax.

All the experiments are conducted with standard stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) as the optimizer.

III. IID SETTING

Firstly, we will discuss the relevance of applying a federated
optimization method, then we will see a simple method to
efficiently train our models.

Since each client receives the same amount of uniformly
distributed data, we can apply the following heuristic reason-
ing. We can argue that under IID setting, every client would
converge towards the same set of hyperparameters, with a
small variance in the results. The experiments that we have
conducted support this heuristic.

1https://machinelearningmastery.com/how-to-develop-a-cnn-from-scratch-
for-cifar-10-photo-classification/

https://machinelearningmastery.com/how-to-develop-a-cnn-from-scratch-for-cifar-10-photo-classification/
https://machinelearningmastery.com/how-to-develop-a-cnn-from-scratch-for-cifar-10-photo-classification/


It may not be relevant to apply a federated optimization
technique such as FedAvg [1] when the data is IID since
all the clients will individually converge towards the same
hyperparameters. However, we could take advantage of the
hyperparameters found by other participants to speedup or
conduct a better hyperparameter tuning.

This experiment follows the following steps, for each dataset
and for 1, 10, 20 and 50 clients:

1) Perform a gridsearch on each client and output the best
hyperparameters.

2) Average the best hyperparameters, retrain each client and
test their accuracy on the test dataset with the averaged
parameters.

3) Determine the best activation function between relu,
tanh and sigmoid.

4) Replace the best activation function by its least-squares
approximated alternative and determine the best interval
for this approximation through gridsearch. The reason
for using approximated activation functions is that, when
moving to a privacy-preserving setting, the underlying
homomorphic encryption scheme does not support non-
polynomial functions.

With this experiment, we show that averaging the hyperpa-
rameters of the clients is feasible under IID setting, although
we can observe a loss of accuracy when the number of clients
is growing and when we switch from ”original” activation
functions to their approximated version. Nonetheless, this loss
of accuracy was expected because we used approximated
activation functions and they are expected to perform less well
than their non-polynomial counterparts.

Since we cannot do a simple average between the best
intervals, the best one will be the most frequent best interval
amongst the participants.

IV. NON-IID SETTING

Due to a phenomenon called client drift (Fig. 2 [7]) in feder-
ated learning, considering non-IID data distribution amongst
the clients is an important matter. In this context, we will
certainly encounter different distribution skews depending on
the participants. We target three skews in this project: quantity,
label, feature.
• Quantity skew: Each participant has different amounts of

training samples.
• Label skew: Some participants are highly specialized in

some of the target classes if their environment is prone to
it, e.g., there may be more lung cancers in a poor mining
area than in a clean countryside.

• Feature skew: The distribution of the features of each
participant is different. As an example, depending on the
geographical location of each participant, one may have
more black dogs, another one more white dogs and, a last
one more brown dogs, assuming that they want to train
a model that classifies pictures of animals based on their
local fauna, there will be a feature skew in this situation.

The following experiments were run for each dataset and
for 10 and 20 clients. We performed a gridsearch amongst

individual clients (decentralized) and amongst clients with Fe-
dAvg (fedavg). The goal is to find a link between decentralized
best hyperparameters and fedavg ones that best captures the
correlation between them.

A. FedAvg

We used the FedAvg aggregation algorithm to federate the
clients. The vanilla version is described in [1]. However, we
used the FedJAX2 library to train our models and it implements
a generalized and better version described in [8].

Server side parameters are server learning rate, server mo-
mentum and number of rounds, which are denoted as server lr,
server mom and rounds respectively.

Client side parameters are client learning rate, client mo-
mentum, batch size and epochs per round, which are denoted
as client lr, client mom, bs and epr respectively.

B. Quantity skew

Due to time constraints number of epochs (decentralized),
rounds, epr, server lr and server mom were fixed to 60, 30, 2,√
0.001 and 0.9 respectively. Skews are from a Dirichlet3 dis-

tribution with parameters 0.1, 0.4, 1.0, 2.0, 5.0, a small value
means a large skew.

Fig. 1. MNIST samples distribution for 10 clients with a quantity skew of
Dir(0.4)

The steps for the experiment are:
1) Perform gridsearch (client lr, client mom, bs) on both

decentralized and FedAvg.
2) Output best hyperparameters and find a heuristic to link

them.

2https://github.com/google/fedjax
3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dirichlet distribution
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Dirichlet_distribution


One heuristic for deriving FedAvg hyperparameters from
decentralized ones relying on our experimental results, is given
in Eq. 1, Eq. 2 and Eq. 3. From the decentralized experiment,
ratioi is the ratio of samples client i received to train on,
lri is the best learning rate of client i, momi is the best
momentum of client i, bsi is the best batch size of client
i, val acci is the best validation accuracy of client i and
best acc is maxi(val acci). We also chose the gridsearch
parameters such that lri and momi < 1

global lr =
∑

i∈clients

ratioi ∗ lri ∗ (1− lri)

10

∗ (1− (best acc− val acci)) (1)

global mom =
∑

i∈clients

min(
1.0

#parties
, ratioi ∗momi

∗ (1−momi)

∗ (1− (best acc− val acci)) ∗ 10) (2)

global bs =
∑

i∈clients

ratioi ∗ bsi ∗ val acci (3)

As we observe no trend or relation for approximated activa-
tion functions interval search, we suggest a seperate gridsearch
for the intervals to be run in the federated setting, or take the
most common interval.

Then, we compared the performance of the model using
FedAvg with gridsearch-found best hyperparameters and with
the ones found with the method described above. Results are
encouraging since we could observe a slight loss in accuracy
of around 3% on less complex datasets (MNIST, EMNIST,
SVHN), and around 10% for a more complex CIFAR-10
dataset, see Fig. 2 and Fig. 3.

Fig. 2. Test accuracies on MNIST with FedAvg. Blue shows the test accuracy
with the hyperparameters found by FedAvg gridsearch and orange shows the
test accuracy found by aggregation of decentralized gridsearch results under
the method described for quantity skew.

Fig. 3. Test accuracies on CIFAR-10 with FedAvg. Blue shows the test
accuracy with the hyperparameters found by FedAvg gridsearch and orange
shows the test accuracy found by aggregation of decentralized gridsearch
results under the method described for quantity skew.

C. Label skew

Due to time constraints number of epochs (decentralized),
rounds, epr, server lr and server mom were fixed to 60, 30,
2,
√
0.001 and 0.9 respectively. Skews are from a Dirichlet

distribution with parameters 0.1, 1.0, 5.0, a small value means
a large skew. The steps for this experiment are the same as in
IV-B.

One heuristic for deriving FedAvg hyperparameters from
decentralized ones relying on our experimental results, is given
in Eq. 4, Eq. 5 and Eq. 6.

global lr =
∑

i∈clients

lri ∗ (1− lri)

#parties ∗ 10

∗ (1− (best acc− val acci)) (4)

global mom =
∑

i∈clients

momi

#parties
(5)

global bs =
∑

i∈clients

bsi ∗ val acci
#parties

(6)

We did not find any good heuristic to deduce the best
interval. The best we found is to take the majority of the best
intervals found by the decentralized search, but it only works
half of the time. We may also need to run a gridsearch in the
federated setting to tune the interval.

After comparing the performance of the model using Fe-
dAvg with gridsearch-found best hyperparameters with the
ones found with the method described above, results are
encouraging for MNIST and CIFAR10 datasets (around 2%
loss of accuracy). The method has still room for improvement
as we can see in Fig. 7 and Fig. 6 (up to 40% loss of accuracy),
but this first approach lets us think that future research on
label skew could develop a method to get an overall better
performance.



Fig. 4. MNIST samples distribution for 10 clients with a label skew of
Dir(0.1)

Fig. 5. MNIST samples distribution for 10 clients with a label skew of
Dir(1.0)

D. Feature skew

Due to time constraints, EMNIST dataset was left aside
and number of epochs (decentralized), rounds, epr, server lr
and server mom were fixed to 60, 30, 2,

√
0.001 and 0.9

respectively. Skews are from a centered Gaussian distribution

Fig. 6. Test accuracies on SVHN with FedAvg. Blue shows the test accuracy
with the hyperparameters found by FedAvg gridsearch and orange shows the
test accuracy found by aggregation of decentralized gridsearch results under
the method described for label skew.

Fig. 7. Test accuracies on EMNIST with FedAvg. Blue shows the test
accuracy with the hyperparameters found by FedAvg gridsearch and orange
shows the test accuracy found by aggregation of decentralized gridsearch
results under the method described for label skew.

of standard deviation 0.02 ∗ i
#clients−1 and 0.1 ∗ i

#clients−1
for each client i.

One heuristic for deriving FedAvg hyperparameters from
decentralized ones relying on our experimental results, is given
in Eq. 7, Eq. 8 and Eq. 9.

global lr =
∑

i∈clients

lri ∗ (1− lri)

#parties ∗ 10

∗ (1− (best acc− val acci)) (7)

global mom =
∑

i∈clients

min(
1.0

#parties
,
momi ∗ (1−momi)

#parties

∗ (1− (best acc− val acci)) ∗ 10) (8)

global bs =
∑

i∈clients

bsi ∗ val acci
#parties

(9)



Fig. 8. Example of a feature skew on a CIFAR10 sample

As we observe no trend or relation for approximated activa-
tion functions interval search, we suggest a seperate gridsearch
for the intervals to be run in the federated setting, or take the
most common interval found by decentralized search.

After comparing the performance of the model using Fe-
dAvg with gridsearch-found best hyperparameters with the
ones found with the method described above, we observe
good response from the models. We found out that the loss
of accuracy was globally around 3%, with an outlier at
20% accuracy loss on SVHN with 20 clients and a skew
of parameter 0.02. Those results are also encouraging as we
already get a performance comparable to FedAvg gridsearch
performance from a simple heuristic for the feature skew.

E. Discussion

To improve the overall performance and find a better method
to aggregate the decentralized results, we could perform the
gridsearch on number of epochs, rounds, epr, server lr and
server mom as well and with a bigger grid. With the current
framework and libraries, however, this type of experiments
would take weeks to run, which brings a challenge for feder-
ated learning settings. Another challenge concerns the approx-
imated activation functions. We observe that the accuracy may
suffer from a heavy loss when switching to the approximated
activation functions (up to 60% less accuracy). A way to cope
with this issue could be to run the intervals search with a
different approximation or bigger intervals.

V. CONCLUSION

From our experimental results, we observe that decentral-
ized hyperparameters tuning is around two times less time
consuming than gridsearch in the federated setting while
preserving the privacy against federated learning attacks as
the gridsearch is done in local premises.

We showe that it is possible to find heuristics to infer
FedAvg hyperparameters from decentralized gridsearch re-
sults. Inital heuristics give encouraging results without being
astonishing since accuracy could decrease heavily depending
on the skew. As such, we can balance the accuracy loss and
privacy protection by relying on homomorphic encryption for
the future applications, to perform the given heuristics across
participants.

Since the training time gain at stake may be consequent, it
would be interesting to conduct an extended research based

on the doors opened by this project to build a general and
reliable method to infer the FedAvg hyperparameters from
decentralized ones.

APPENDIX A
ADAM EXPERIMENT

The ADAM experiment was conducted aside the IID Setting
and its goal was to determine whether it is possible to decrease
the bit precision of the floating point coefficient [9] in the
update rule4 without affecting the accuracy.

The final goal would be to allow ADAM to be put to work
in a privacy-preserving setting with a lower precision in the
coefficient mentioned above, thus reducing the computation
time.

Fig. 9. Coefficient used in the ADAM update rule

We tried different precision levels that are
0, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10 and 12 allowed decimals on the coefficient
9 and full precision.

We could observe some small accuracy variations, around
1%, probably due to the stochastic nature of the optimization
algorithm. This result means that we could use ADAM in a
privacy-preserving setting with low precision approximation
with a negligible accuracy loss.
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